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Recently on BBC Radio Four during a discussion, the great crime writer Val
McDermid during a discussion on the crime novel said that the elements

required are “Resolution and Consolation”.  The panel went on to
discuss why detective fiction became so popular during the 1920s in Great

Britain – it was following the First World War and the huge Spanish Flu
epidemic.  One century later in the 2020s, we have another epidemic and

Bibliophile has the cure – masses of affordable crime fiction.

By the master of courtroom
drama and author of over 40

works of fiction

89586
Set of 5
£19.50

John Grisham
has perfected

the art of
cooking up

convincing, fast-
paced thrillers.

– Telegraph
”

“

89256 THE BROKER by John Grisham
Someone is certain to kill Joel Backman but the question
is, who?  In his final hours in the Oval Office, the
outgoing President grants a full pardon to Joel Backman,
a notorious Washington power broker who has spent the
last six years hidden away in a federal prison.  Unknown
to an outraged public, the pardon was the CIA’s idea.
They claim that Backman may have obtained secrets
that would compromise American satellite surveillance.
Smuggled out of the country in a military cargo plane,
Backman is given a new identity and a new home in
Italy.  He thinks he’s out, but the CIA will soon leak his
whereabouts to the Israelis, the Russians, the Chinese
and the Saudis, then sit back and watch.  The question
is not whether Backman will survive - there’s no chance
of that - the question the CIA needs answered is who
will kill him first? Nail-biting.  467pp with Author’s Note,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89255 TESTAMENT by John
Grisham
It’s only a piece of paper but it would
change many lives.  Troy Phelan is a
self-made billionaire, one of the richest
men in the USA.  He is also eccentric,
reclusive, confined to a wheelchair,
and determined to cut his children out
of his will.  Nate O’Riley is a high-
octane Washington litigator who’s
lived too hard, too fast, for too long.
Rachel Lane is a young woman who
chose to give her life to God, who
walked away from the modern world
with all its strivings and trappings and
encumbrances and went to live in the deepest jungles of
Brazil.  Nate?s job is to find Rachel and tell her of
Phelan’s legacy.  The story is a legal suspense with
added adventure. Following Phelan’s suicide and the
revelation of some startling secrets of the Testament,
none of the lives touched will be the same. The exotic
locale of Pantnal in the wet season makes for an
interesting backdrop.  473pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89230 CHAMBER by John Grisham
There are some cases you have to take.  Adam Hill is a
rookie first year lawyer at a top Chicago law firm and
the world is at his feet.  He volunteers for the toughest

assignment any lawyer could ask for
and volunteers to represent a KKK

terrorist under threat of execution.
Why is the defendant happy to

put his life in a novice’s hands?
The answer lies 20 years in the past

where there are darker, more shocking
secrets to be uncovered.  The client is an

unrepentant and outspoken racist with a
violent past, on Death Row for the murder of

two Jewish children in an horrific bombing in
1967.  Why would Adam want this case so

desperately?  Illuminating on the way the death
penalty works and through the convincing character

of an aged Death Row inmate - spoiler alert, his
lawyer is his grandson.  647pp in chunky paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89231 CLIENT by John Grisham
A US State Senator is dead and only Mark Sway
knows where the body is hidden.  Mark is just 11
years old.  The FBI want him to tell them where it is,
regardless of the risk to the boy and his family.  The
killer wants to silence him permanently.  Reggie Love
has only been practising law for five years, but she
agrees to represent Mark pro bono, knowing she’s his
best hope for survival. Against the twin threats of the
cold-hearted American state and the schemes of a
cold-blooded killer, Reggie must fight the case of her
life, or it might be the last case of her life.  By the
master of deft characterisation and hair-raising
crescendos.  626pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89249 PARTNER by John Grisham
They kidnapped him in a small town in Brazil.  He

had changed his name and his
appearance, but they were sure
they had their man.  Four years
earlier he had been called Patrick
S. Lanigan who had died in a car
crash in February 1992.  His
gravestone lay in a cemetery in
Biloxi, Mississippi. He had been a
partner at an up-and-coming law
firm, had a pretty wife, a new
daughter, and a bright future. Six
weeks after his death, $90 million
had disappeared from the law
firm and it was then that his
partners knew he was still alive.
Under his new name Danilo
Silva, his appearance had been

changed by plastic surgery and the chase around the
world to find him had cost their clients $3.5 million,
but so far none of them had complained.  Set in the
early 1990s with somewhat quaint technology, the
events involve the law firm, a senator, a shady PI
and of course the FBI.  410pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

89586 JOHN GRISHAM: Set of Five
by John Grisham

Buy all five gripping paperbacks and save even
more.

£44.95 NOW £19.50

PETER DIAMOND MYSTERIES
89587

SET OF 3
£11

A gloriously serpentine mystery,
we have three volumes from
the award-winning series.

89258 THE VAULT  by Peter Lovesey
When a severed hand from the vault of Bath Abbey
churchyard arrives on Peter Diamond’s desk, he is
delighted that, far from being a medieval relic, it is
from the 1980s. But the vault is part of the house
where Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein was written, and
a fanatical American professor is thwarting their
investigation at every turn. Events are further
complicated when the professor’s wife goes missing.
Highly suspicious of the professor, but unable to prove
anything, Diamond concentrates on trying to identify
the remains, with a shocking result.  Then the owner
of Bath’s largest antique emporium is brutally
murdered, and the last person to see her alive was
the Professor.  The historical figure of Mary Shelley is
woven into this whodunnit of brilliant complexity.
316pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £4.50
89257 UPON A DARK NIGHT
by Peter Lovesey
A young woman emerges from a coma. Who is she,

89574 AGATHA RAISIN
AND THE BUSY BODY
by M. C. Beaton
Sunday’s not a day for rest but
for murder!  Agatha Raisin has
never been one for enforced
holiday cheer, but her friendly
little village of Carsely has
always prided itself on its
traditional Christmas festivities.
But this year the bells will not
be ringing out ‘Silent Night’ as
Mr John Sunday, an officer
with the Cotswold Health and
Safety Board has chosen
Christmas as the time to crack

down on what he sees as gross misconduct by everyone
in the vicinity.  Finally Mr Sunday goes too far when he
rules that there cannot be a Christmas tree atop the
church tower this year.  Just before Christmas Agatha is
sipping a cup of tea and trying to stay awake as minute
by minute the Carsely Ladies Society meeting at the
vicarage drones on, when a sudden scream wakes her
from her stupor.  The ladies rush out of the building and
into the garden to find Sunday lying face down on the
ground, dead.  Agatha is instantly on the case, but with
so many people having threatened the life of the victim,
it’s almost impossible to know where to start.  From the
popular series.  265pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

89362 DEAD EYE
by Mark Greaney
‘Raises your pulse and blood
pressure from first page to last’
here is a high-octane thriller.
‘Take fictional spy Jason
Bourne, pump him up with Red
Bull and meth, shake
vigorously and you’ve got the
recipe for Court Gentry.’  Ex-
CIA master assassin Court
Gentry has always prided
himself on his ability to
disappear at will, to fly below
the radar and exist in the
shadows - to survive as the

near-mythical Gray Man. But when he takes revenge
upon a former employer who betrayed him, he exposes
himself to something he’s never had to face before - a
killer who is just like him.  Code-named Dead Eye,
Russell Whitlock is a graduate of the same ultra-secret
Autonomous Asset Program that trained and once
controlled Gentry. But now, Whitlock is a free agent who
has been directed to terminate his fellow student of
death. He knows the best way to do the job is to make
Gentry run for his life, right up until the moment Dead
Eye finally ends it.  It’s kill or be killed from the thriller
master.  463pp. paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

89578 CRY BABY: A Tom
Thorne Thriller
by Mark Billingham
“Do we need reminding how
good Mark Billingham is?”
asks Val McDermid.  One of
the great series of British
crime fiction, Cry Baby is the
perfect prequel to send us
back to revel in Tom Thorne’s
20 years.  It’s 1996.
Detective Sergeant Tom
Thorne is a haunted man,
haunted the moment he
ignored his instinct about a

suspect, haunted by the horrific crime that followed,
and by the memories that come day and night in
sunshine and shadow.  When seven year old Kieron
Coyne goes missing while playing in the woods with
his best friend, Thorne vows he will not make the
same mistake again. The solitary witness. The strange
neighbour. The friendly teacher. All are in his sights
and the case will be the making or breaking of him.
Handsome hardback, 437pp in new 2020 edition, this is
a Sunday Times number one bestseller.
£20 NOW £7.50

89363 DEATH AT THE
HOTEL MONDRIAN
by Anja de Jager
When Lotte Meerman is faced
with the choice of
interviewing the latest victim
in a string of assaults or
talking to a man who claims
he really isn’t dead, she picks
the interview. After all, the
man cannot possibly be who
he claims he is - Andre
Nieuwkamp was murdered
over 30 years ago, and it
had been a police success
story nationwide when the

skeletal remains found in the dunes outside Amsterdam
had been identified, and the murderer subsequently
arrested.  Yet, concerned about this encounter, Lotte
goes to the Hotel Mondrian the next day to talk to the
man, but what she finds is his corpse.  Subsequent
DNA tests reveal that this man really was Andre
Nieuwkamp and now Lotte has a double mystery on
her hands.  She needs to figure out not only why
Andre waited so long to tell anyone he was still alive,
but also who was the teenager murdered in the dunes
all those decades ago?  The novel brilliantly evokes
the isolation of a woman with an unbearable weight on
her conscience and succeeds as a portrait of both a city
and a delightfully dysfunctional heroine.  346pp in large
softback with fairly large print.
£14.99 NOW £5

and why was she dumped unconscious in a hospital
car park upon a dark night?  She is unable to recall
anything, even her name. Then Ada Shaftsbury, a
boisterous shoplifter she meets in a homeless hostel,
takes up her cause and names her Rose.  Peter
Diamond is already investigating a suspicious death -
a woman has plunged from the roof of Bath’s Royal
Crescent during a party, and none of the guests

seem to know who she is. Badgered by Ada and
galvanised by another gruesome death, Diamond takes
on the case and is soon forced to admit that Rose is the
key. But she has disappeared, and Diamond’s own
dark night is just beginning.  Lovesey amply
demonstrates his gifts as the grand master of the
contemporary whodunnit in this elaborate plot with
architecture as perfect as the city he writes about.
344pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89251 SECRET HANGMAN by Peter Lovesey
Bath detective Peter Diamond is having woman
trouble.  His boss wants him to find the missing
daughter of one of her friends and he is not
enthusiastic. A woman calling herself his Secret
Admirer wants to arrange a date in a pub and he is
trying to ignore her.  His colleague, sexy Ingeborg
Smith distracts the murder squad from their duties. No
one ignores her.  Then a woman’s body is found
hanging from a playground swing, with a suspicious
second ligature mark around her neck, and a very
colourful past. As more hangings are discovered,
Diamond is certain that a secret hangman is at work in
the city.  A thrilling tale of mystery, mayhem and
murder most foul, another classic British puzzle
mystery from the highly popular Peter Diamond series
you can start anywhere.  316pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89587 PETER DIAMOND MYSTERIES: Set of

Three  by Peter Lovesey
Buy all three Peter Diamond mysteries and save more.

£27.97 NOW £11

89576 BLACK RAIN
FALLING
by Jacob Ross
Mark Billingham says ‘Jacob
Ross is a unique and thrilling
new voice in crime fiction.’
Delving into issues of family,
class and loyalty, the novel
asks how far one should go to
protect those you love.  On the
Caribbean island of Camaho,
forensics expert Michael ‘Digger’
Digson is in deep trouble.  His
fellow CID detective Miss
Stanislaus kills a man in self-
defence.  Their superiors

believe it was murder, and Digger is given just six
weeks to prove his friend is innocent.  While the
authorities bear down on them, Digger and Miss
Stanislaus investigate a shocking roadside murder, the
first tremors of a storm of crime and corruption that will
break over Camaho at any moment.  Full of entrancing
descriptions, horrible brutality, rage at injustice plus great
warmth, the prize-winning author of ‘The Bone Readers’
has produced a stunning literary crime novel set in the
Caribbean.  418pp in large softback.
£13.99 NOW £6

89438 KEEP HER CLOSE
by M. J. Ford
‘A tense, taut and terrifying
thriller’ which has rave reviews
for this new author who lives
in the Peak District.  A woman
is missing and a city is in
turmoil.  When a young
woman goes missing from
Jesus College Oxford, DS Josie
Masters is plunged into a world
of panic as fear grips the city.
Along with Thames Valley
Police’s newest recruit, the
handsome DS Pryce, Josie

must act fast.  When two more girls disappear from Oriel
and Somerville colleges, she realises the killer is sending
her a deadly message in a cruel game of cat and mouse.
This time the case is personal, but who is the
perpetrator?  In a desperate race against the clock, Josie
hunts for the kidnapper, and soon discovers he could be
a lot closer to home than she’d ever thought.  To keen
crime fiction readers it may seem glaringly obvious who
the baddie is early on!  341pp, paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

89247 MOTH CATCHER
by Ann Cleeves
This was a new case that was
different from anything Vera
had ever worked on before.
Two bodies, connected but not
lying together.  Life seems
perfect in Valley Farm, a quiet
community in Northumberland.
Then a shocking discovery
shatters the dream. The
owners of a big country estate
have employed a house-sitter,
a young ecologist named
Patrick to look after the place
while they’re away. But

Patrick is found dead by the side of the lane leading into
the valley.   DI Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene
with her detectives Holly and Joe.  When they look
around the big house, Vera finds the body of a second
man. All the two victims have in common is a
fascination with moths and catching these beautiful,
intriguing creatures.  The others who live in the Valley
Farm development have secrets too - Lorraine’s calm
demeanour belies a more complex personality; Annie
and Sam’s daughter Lizzie is due to be released from
prison, and Nigel watches, silently and every day from
his window.  As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic
world of this increasingly strange community, she
realises that the secrets trapped here may be deadly.
388pp, paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4
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Fact Box: Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle (1859-1930)
was born in Edinburgh where he
qualified as a doctor.  It was his
writing that brought him fame
with the creation of Sherlock
Holmes, the first scientific
detective.  Conan Doyle was
also a convert to spiritualism
and a social reformer.

Penguin English
Library Classics, three
by the creator of Sherlock
Holmes with atmospheric

woodcuts throughout.

89225 ADVENTURE OF THE
ENGINEER’S THUMB AND
OTHER CASES
by Arthur Conan Doyle
13 more stories from the
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
Return of Sherlock Holmes, the
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes and
the Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes,
and it is always very hard to say
which are the best.  Ranging from
The Boscombe Valley Mystery to
the wonderful Adventure of Silver
Blaze, from the Adventure of the
Norwood Builder to A Case of
Identity, plus the uniquely strange and macabre Adventure of the Engineer’s Thumb.
Macabre twists, eerie settings, these tales see Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson facing
bewildered detectives, dishonest butlers and devious rogues to solve a host of cases with
their inimitable powers of deduction.  A murderer with a pince-nez vanishes without an
escape route; a prize-winning horse and his owner mysteriously disappear the night
before a big race; and a cheating student hides a curious advantage.  371pp, paperback
with atmospheric woodcut illustrations throughout.
£5.99 NOW £4
89226 ADVENTURES OF THE SIX NAPOLEONS AND OTHER CASES
by Arthur Conan Doyle
From country mansions to opium dens, from the squalid backstreets of London Bridge to
the leafy avenues of Chelsea, the Adventure of the Six Napoleons and Other Cases
casts Sherlock Holmes in some of his most thrilling and wickedly clever adventures. Here

six Napoleonic busts are violently
destroyed throughout London.  A
strange, yellow face appears at a
cottage window then mysteriously
vanishes.  Dark horrors lurk beneath
copper beeches.  A man with a twisted
lip hides a shameful secret and of course,
the great detective dazzles with his
ingenious mind. There are 13 short story
adventures in the collection, some of
which may become your favourites like
The Adventure of the Yellow Face and
The Problem of Thor Bridge.  357pp,
atmospheric woodcuts, illustrated
paperback.
£5.99 NOW £4
89235 FIVE ORANGE PIPS AND
OTHER CASES
by Arthur Conan Doyle
“He is the Napoleon of crime,
Watson... He sits motionless, like a
spider in the centre of its web, but that
web has a thousand radiations, and he
knows very well every quiver of each
of them.”  Sherlock Holmes, scourge of
criminals everywhere, whether they be
lurking in London’s foggy backstreets or
plotting behind the walls of an idyllic
country mansion, together with his
faithful colleague Dr Watson, solve
these perplexing and breath-taking
mysteries.  Witty and fiendishly clever
these 10 adventures include The
Adventure of the Speckled Band, The
Red-Headed League, The Dancing Men,
The Final Problem, The Empty House,
Second Stain, The Devil’s Foot, The
Primary School, plus A Scandal in
Bohemia.  The pair face locked rooms,
strange letters, separated twins, and
beautiful, brilliant Irene Adler.  336pp
in attractive Penguin Literature series.
Illustrated atmospheric woodcuts,
paperback.
£5.99 NOW £4
89591 SHERLOCK HOLMES: Set of

Three
by Arthur Conan Doyle

With atmospheric woodcut illustrations.
Buy all three paperbacks and save even

more.
£17.97 NOW £9.50

89024 CONAN DOYLE FOR THE DEFENSE: The True
Story of a Sensational British Murder, a Quest for
Justice, and the World’s Most Famous Detective
Writer  by Margalit Fox
Don your hunting hat and pipe as you step into an Edwardian
murder trial. This real-life crime drama shares how world-famous
author of Sherlock Holmes, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle used his
unparalleled detective skills to absolve Oscar Slater, a Jewish
immigrant who was wrongly convicted of murder. It is 1908 and
a wealthy woman is found dead in her Glasgow home. Slater
was determined to be the perfect suspect. Conan Doyle,
outraged at the injustice and fixated on this new case, used the
methods of his beloved character to win Slater’s freedom in 1927
by analysing trial transcripts, newspaper cut-outs and eyewitness
accounts before meticulously recording all inconsistencies,
loopholes and (most notably) pure fabrications from police and

prosecutors. Learn about the role of the detective in Conan Doyle’s world and their two-fold
role: firstly, to reassure by pointing out how you could read criminality on a person and,
secondly, to embrace science (including medicine) and act as an agent of cure. This book
offers brilliant scrutiny from Conan Doyle, from his ‘interrogation of objects’ during Slater’s
trial through which he managed to produce the first truly credible motive for Miss Gilchrist’s
murder and his assertion that a missing broach was in fact what professionals in the crime
writing world will call, ‘a red herring’, to logically asking how one could view the Lord-
Advocate’s courtroom arguments as accurate when he delivered his speech without notes,
adding a sense of elegance but removing any defence of accuracy. Discover that Slater’s
case was not the only historical affair that the crime writer intervened in, investigating the
case of Mr George Edalji, during which he knew after a single glance that the young man
was not a culprit of a cattle slayer who made ‘nocturnal sacrifice to strange gods.’ The book
includes stunning images, from a photograph of a secret message, carried to Conan Doyle in
the mouth of a paroled convict in 1925, which would bring about Slater’s release, to portrait
shots such as Conan Doyle with Craigie Aitchison (now regarded as the greatest Scottish
criminal lawyer of all time) at the review of Slater’s case in 1928 and Oscar Slater in the late
1920s, dapper once again post release. There are diagrams and photographs used to help
illustrate the scene of the crime with a blueprint of Miss Gilchrist’s home and her family tree,

shots of the stairs at Miss Gilchrist’s home
where two mysterious footprints were
found and photographs of Slater’s business
cards (one with the name Oscar Slater,
the other with an alias - A. Anderson. The
events of this case are straight out of a
Holmes tale that will have you gripped
until the history’s denouement. Remainder
mark, black and white images, 326pp.
$27 NOW £6.50

27151 BEST
OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES
by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle
A collection of 20
of the very best
tales from Sir
Arthur Conan
Doyle’s 56 short
stories featuring
the arch-sleuth.
We encounter the
greatest collection
of villains and the

weirdest and most puzzling mysteries
ever seen in print. And there at the
centre, in a London swathed in eddies of
fog and illuminated by gaslight, is to be
found the remarkable chracter of Sherlock
Holmes and his staunch companion and
chronicler, Doctor John H. Watson.
416pp. Paperback.
ONLY £2.50

89380 WOMAN IN RED  by Anthony Gilbert
Published in 1941 we have a modern facsimile reprint (fairly small
print) classic crime, from one of the greats of the Detection Club.
Anthony Gilbert shared with other successful crime writers a
combination of writing talent and clever plotting skills necessary to
make it in detective fiction’s Golden Age.  Along with Agatha
Christie he had a talent to deceive with his intelligent gifts of
ingenuity, style and character drawing.  Anthony Gilbert was the
pen name of Lucy Beatrice Malleson who published 69 crime novels,
51 featuring her best known character Arthur Crook, a vulgar
London lawyer.  Out of work secretary Julia Ross is sent for an
interview as secretary/companion to Mrs Ponsonby, the ‘Lady in
Red’, a rich eccentric who seems inordinately interested in Julia’s
background as an orphan with few friends in the city.  She offers
her a job with a generous salary and pressurises her to move into
her palatial Mayfair home that very night.  Julia soon finds herself

drugged and spirited off to an isolated villa in Bournemouth where she is treated and
presented as Ponsonby’s ‘unbalanced’ niece Sheila Campbell who suffers delusions and has
forgotten who she is.  With different clothes and a new identity, no one will believe anything
she says.  The book reflects the paranoia of the time about traitors and quislings as well as a
sense that life is cheaper than before and risks must be taken in order to survive.  But the
woman in red hadn’t reckoned on a secret admirer even Julia didn’t know she had, and the
indefatigable sleuth Arthur Crook.  195pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £4.50

89250 REAPER  by Peter Lovesey
Otis Joy is a very good vicar.  He attracts record-breaking
congregations, is admired and respected by all, and the village of
Foxford is delighted to have him. What the citizens of the village
don’t realise though is that their beloved parish priest is a murderer.
When the bishop gets suspicious of Joy’s channelling of church funds
into his own bank account, Joy kills him - after all, such a trifling
misdemeanour should not prevent him from carrying out his duties.
However, this isn’t the first time he’s despatched ‘busybodies’ and
rumours are beginning to circulate.  When the husband of his new
treasurer is found dead, perhaps he’s taken one life too many.  Otis
is a wonderful creation and Lovesey tells an almost Trollopian tale,
satisfyingly complex with wonderfully amusing insights into Wiltshire
village life.  310pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89248 NO MERCY  by Martina Cole
Family always comes first. Until now.  Diana Davis has been
head of the family business since the death of her husband, an
infamous bank robber. She’s a woman in a man’s world, but no
one messes with her.  Her only son Angus is a natural born
villain, but he needs to earn Diana’s trust before she’ll allow him
into the business.  Once he’s proved he has the brains to run their
clubs in Marbella, he is given what he’s always wanted. It’s the
beginning of a reign of terror that knows no bounds.  But Angus
has a blind spot - his wife Lorna, and their three kids, Angus
Junior, Sean and Eilish. As the next generation enters the
business, Angus has a painful truth to learn. Even when it comes
to family, he must show no mercy.  By the superstar crime
writer, this gripping Cole classic is awash in graphic violence,
brutal betrayal and the darkest of deeds but always brimming
with immaculately drawn characters, psychological insight and

acute observations of family life.  487pp, paperback with fairly large print.
£8.99 NOW £5

89575 BETRAY HER  by Caroline England
Best friends forever - that’s the pact you made.  You’d do anything
for her and you have.  She’s always had it all.  If you could take it
for yourself, would you?  Lusts, secrets and revenge are at the
heart of this irresistibly twisted thriller by the bestselling author of
‘My Husband’s Lies’.  A compelling tale of love, jealousy and
betrayal with a twist that you won’t see coming, this taut and
tantalising thriller is full of sexual tension, passion and intrigue as
Caroline England writes with real conviction about the strengths and
limits of female friendship.  361pp.
£13.99 NOW £6

88587 DARK WATER  by Caro Ramsay
In the attic of a deserted tenement, the body of a criminal is
found hanging with his face horribly disfigured.  Investigating
officers DI Anderson and DS Costello believe he was a suspect in

the decade-old rape and attempted murder of a young student. There are other similar
cases on file, but the dead man didn’t act alone - he had an accomplice in his crimes, ‘Mr
Click’ who is still on the loose.  When another young woman is brutally attacked, they
realise ‘Mr Click’ is at work again, and with the killings accelerating in pace.  The team
work their way from Glasgow’s rough crime underbelly up to the glamorous and privileged
existence of Scotland’s favourite thespian and her family.  475pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

88885 STREET LAWYER  by John Grisham
Michael Brock is a man in the fast lane, a rising star at Drake &
Sweeney, a giant Washington law firm.  No time to waste, no
time to toss a few coins to beggars, no time for a conscience, until
the day a man takes several lawyers hostage at his firm, shouting
about an eviction.  Police snipers shoot the hostage taker dead,
but Brock feels compelled to investigate.  What he discovers is a
shocking violation of the rights of the homeless on the city streets,
with Drake & Sweeney up to its neck in it, and suddenly his
conscience begins to stir.  But to do the right thing, he might have
to dig deep and steal some of his own firm’s dirtiest secrets.  Told
by the highflying lawyer in the first person and despite this novel
having been written in 1998 it is still very relevant concerning the
gulf between rich and poor.  359pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

88171 BROKEN HOMES  by Ben Aaronovitch
A mutilated body in Crawley, and another killer on the loose.  The prime suspect is one
Robert Weil, an associate of the twisted magician known as the Faceless Ma, or is he just
a common or garden serial killer?  Before PC Peter Grant can get his head round the case,
a town planner going under a tube train and a stolen grimoire are adding to his case-load.
So far so London, but then Peter gets word of something very odd happening in Elephant
and Castle, on a housing estate designed by a nutter, built by charlatans and inhabited by
the truly desperate.  Is there a connection and if there is, why oh why did it happen to be
South of the River? Full of warmth, sly humour and a rich cornucopia of things you never
knew about London.  359pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89164 DARK ROOM  by Steve Mosby
Flawed Detective Andrew Hicks is solving a murder.  When the brutally beaten body of a
young woman is found, he focuses his attention closely on the ex-boyfriend.  But then
more bodies start appearing, all beaten beyond recognition, with no connection between
any of the victims. To survive, Hicks must face not only a serial killer with no discernible
motive, but also look at the violence that was part of his dysfunctional family in his early
childhood.  A sadistic, dark thriller.  358pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

88515 DEVIL’S WORKSHOP: A Novel of Scotland Yard’s
Murder Squad  by Alex Grecian
It is April 1890 and it seems that the reign of terror perpetrated
on the women of London’s East End by Jack the Ripper has come
to an end. No more murders, yet it is not his capture by the police
which has curtailed his bloody actions. He has been apprehended
by a secretive cabal who now keep him shackled in an
underground prison, where every day they re-enact the crimes he
himself perpetrated upon his victims - not to the point of death,
but to torture him to the very edge of it, every single day.
Meanwhile, five of London’s most vicious murderers have
escaped from Bridewell Prison and it is up to Walter Day, Nevil
Hammersmith and the rest of Scotland Yard’s Murder Squad to
apprehend them before they can resume their homicidal spree.
However, it may already be too late and the hunters - and their

families - become the hunted as the killers have retribution in mind. Then, just when it
could not get worse, the killers stumble on the location of the Ripper and release him and
in grateful thanks for his freedom he agrees to help them kill the men who brought them to
justice. An extraordinary, fast-moving historical thriller that takes us not only to the worst
side of Victorian London but also into the very heart of evil. 386pp paperback, US edition,
apologies for small remainder mark.
$16 NOW £6.50

88913 BURIAL OF GHOSTS
by Ann Cleeves
A stand-alone novel from the writer of the
Vera and Shetland series.  25 year old Lizzie
Bartholomew has an unenviable and
traumatised past; abandoned as a baby, she
spent her childhood moving between foster
homes.  Now she is running away from her
past.  She meets a man during a trip to
Morocco on a holiday which seems to be the
perfect escape.  Philip, a fellow tourist,
distracts her from her troubles and after a
brief affair, Lizzie returns to England.  Then
she receives a solicitor’s letter.  Philip
Samson has died and in his Will he has left
Lizzie a gift of £15,000, but there are
conditions attached to this unexpected
legacy that will soon force Lizzie to confront
terrifying secrets.  A well drawn study in
psychological trauma with well drawn
characters like Jessie the foster mother.
343pp, paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4
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TOM THORNE  THRILLERS

88327 TOM THORNE THRILLERS: Set of
Three  by Mark Billingham

Buy all three Tom Thorne Thrillers and save even
more.

£26.97 NOW £12

DI Ridpath Crime Thrillers

Gripping, nerve-shredding crime thrillers
from master storyteller M J Lee.

89590
SET OF 4

£14.50

89262 WHERE THE TRUTH LIES: DI Ridpath
Crime Thriller Book 1  by M. J. Lee
The case was closed until people started dying.  DI
Thomas Ridpath was on the up in the Manchester CID.
A promising detective he had captured a notorious serial
killer, but ten years later he’s recovering from a serious
illness and on the brink of being forced out of the police.
Then the murders began, in an uncanny echo of his first
case.  As the murder count grows, old records and
bodies go missing.  Caught in a turf war between the
police and the coroner’s office, Ridpath is in a race
against time and a race to save his career, his marriage
and innocents lives.  When a detective disappears,
everything is on the line. Can Ridpath save his
colleague? A nail-biting thriller and the first in a popular
series based in Manchester with a detective seconded to
the Coroner’s Office following a six month leave for
treatment of his cancer.  356pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89259 WHERE THE DEAD FALL: DI Ridpath
Crime Thriller Book 2  by M. J. Lee
One chance encounter, one murder will change
everything. DI Thomas Ridpath is in the process of
getting his life back together when he is caught in a
gruesome motorway incident.  One question remains -
why did nobody else see what happened?  His
investigations soon pull the police force into question,
and hints at something more sinister.  With Manchester
on the brink of violence unlike anything seen in decades,
Ridpath must battle this unprecedented conflict alongside

his own demons.  In this second outing Ridpath sees
Manchester on the brink of gang warfare whilst he
tries to patch up his marriage and win back the trust of
his wife and daughter.  Heavily dependent on alcohol,
Ridpath is a very flawed protagonist and the
characters can be very cruel to each other, but the
series just gets better and better.  353pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89261 WHERE THE SILENCE CALLS: DI
Ridpath Crime Thriller Book 3  by M. J. Lee
Play with fire and you’re going to get burned.  In
Manchester, a block of flats is on fire. The only victim
is a middle-aged man who was sat watching TV. Are

the fire and his death an accident, or is something
more frightening at work?  DI Thomas Ridpath is

back with his wife and enjoying work at the
Coroner’s Office, his myeloma still in remission, but
the quiet life is soon shattered by a new threat.  More
corpses start appearing - charred, burnt, silent bodies,
strewn in the streets and lodged in buildings.  Next to
each one is a chilling message sprayed in orange ink.
Fighting on all fronts, Ridpath will be drawn into the
dark past of his city and the youth football clubs of the
1990s. He must find the link before any more people
die and before the flames come too close to home.  A
nerve-shredding crime thriller focussing on a serial killer
and arsonist, the characters in this series really do
make a mark on your psyche.  355pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89260 WHERE THE INNOCENT DIE: DI
Ridpath Crime Thriller Book 4  by M. J. Lee
A mysterious death and a foe he never could have
imagined.  A woman dies under suspicious
circumstances in an Immigrant Removal Centre.  The
statement provided by the officer on duty seems clear
enough that it was suicide, but upon deeper
investigation in the Coroner’s Office by DI Ridpath the
evidence starts to unravel.  With no leads and only
five days to solve the case, Ridpath must work harder
than ever to uncover the truth.  Faced with official
intransigence, concealment of evidence, and nobody
who seems to care, Ridpath must work hard to crack
the case, and he isn’t making any friends.  Innocent
people are suffering.  How many more will die before
Ridpath discovers the truth?  For fans of Peter
Robinson and Mark Billingham.  373pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
89590 DI RIDPATH CRIME THRILLERS: Set

of Four  by M. J. Lee
Buy all four in the DI Ridpath series and save even

more.
£35.96 NOW £14.50

88297 LIFELESS: A Tom Thorne Thriller
by Mark Billingham
Three men, sleeping rough on London’s mean streets,
have been found brutally murdered.  Each victim was
kicked to death and found with a £20 note pinned to
his chest.  DI Tom Thorne is posted to the same
streets, working undercover, disguised as a homeless
man.  In a harsh and harrowing underworld, he
discovers the horrifying link between the homeless
victims and the perpetrators of a 15-year-old atrocity.
The word on these streets is that the killer is a cop.
500 page paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88288 BURNING GIRL: A Tom Thorne
Thriller  by Mark Billingham
X marks the spot, and when that spot is a corpse’s
naked back, and the X is carved in blood, DI Tom
Thorne is in no doubt that the dead man is the latest

victim of a particularly vicious killer.  This is brutal turf
warfare between north London gangs. Organised crime
boss Billy Ryan is moving into someone else’s patch,
and that someone is not best pleased.  And when an X is
carved on DI Tom Thorne’s front door, he knows the
smouldering embers of this case are about to erupt into
flames. The opening scene is quite harrowing - a girl is
set on fire in her school playground.  452pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88287 BURIED: A Tom Thorne Thriller
by Mark Billingham
A missing boy.  Teenager Luke Mullen was last seen
getting into a car with an older woman.  No one can
understand why he has disappeared.  His father, a
former police officer, knows all too well that the longer
he is missing, the more likely he is to turn up dead.
Then Luke’s parents receive an anonymous and
terrifying video which shows their son, wide-eyed with
terror, as a man advances towards him holding a
syringe. The scene on the tape chills Thorne to the bone
and he knows that the child’s life hangs in the balance.
Thorne is unceremoniously loaned to the kidnap unit and
alongside DI Louise Porter sent to discover who is
holding the 16 year old, taken from outside prestigious
North London school.  534pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

88917 GONE FOR GOOD
by Harlan Coben
Will Klein lost his brother and the
love of his life on the same day.
11 years ago his ex-girlfriend
was found brutally strangled in
the basement of her house in the
township of Livingston, New
Jersey. On that day, Will’s
brother Ken Klein became the
subject of an international
manhunt accused of the crime.
Now Will has a beautiful new
girlfriend Sheila, and a job
working with the homeless.  But

when his mother reveals on her deathbed that Ken is still
alive, the cracks start to show in his landscape and it is
only when he finds that Sheila herself is wanted for a
savage double-murder that his life actually starts to fall
apart.  383pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.75
88922 STRANGER  by Harlan Coben
Adam Price has a lot to lose - a comfortable marriage to
a beautiful woman, two wonderful sons, and all the
trappings of the American Dream - a big house, a good
job, a seemingly perfect life.  Then he runs into the
Stranger.  When he learns a devastating secret about his
wife Corrine, he confronts her, and the mirage of
perfection disappears as if it never existed at all.  Soon
Adam finds himself tangled in something far darker than
even his wife’s deception, and realises that if doesn’t
make exactly the right moves, the conspiracy he
stumbled into will not only ruin lives, it will end them.
With a dramatic conclusion, 383 page Sunday Times
bestseller.  Paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

88918 JUST ONE LOOK
by Harlan Coben
Living a lie for 21 years, and
now the past has caught up with
him.  Grace Lawson is living a
happy, straightforward life in the
suburbs with her husband Jack
and two young children, but that
security is about to come to a
brutal end.  When Grace picks up
a set of holiday snaps, among
them is one shot that doesn’t fit -
a faded image of a life that
Grace doesn’t recognise and of

her husband as she never knew him.  The businessman
tries to go on the run from his family home on seeing the
photograph of himself as a young man but on leaving his
house he is immediately snatched by a vicious, trained
killer and bundled into the back of a waiting car.  The
past is coming back to haunt the present and people are
getting hurt.  Why would a convicted hitman suddenly
confess to a 20 year old murder - the slaying of a District
Attorney’s sister?  387pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

88215 KILL THE FATHER
by Sandrone Dazieri
A darkly compelling thriller which was a European
bestseller and a Richard & Judy Book Club pick.  Dante
Torre spent 11 young years in captivity held by a man
known only as The Father before outwitting his
abductor.  Now, working for the police force, his
methods are unorthodox but his brilliance is clear. When a
young child goes missing in similar circumstances in
Rome, Torre must confront the demons of his past to
attempt to solve the case.  A mother and son are
abducted from a park, launching a massive hunt.  The
chief of Rome’s Major Crimes Unit puts onto the case
two of Italy’s top analytical minds - Deputy Captain
Colomba Caselli, a fierce, warrior-like detective still
reeling from having survived a bloody catastrophe, and
Torre.  All evidence suggests The Father is active after
being dormant for decades, and that he’s looking forward
to a reunion with Torre.  Brutal and frighteningly realistic
on police politics and military operations.  496pp in
paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

88582 BRUTAL TELLING:
A Chief Inspector Gamache
Mystery  by Louise Penny
With a poetic backdrop,
interesting characters become so
real in this remote village outside
Quebec that when a body of an
unknown man is found in an
usual place, it disturbs the placid
life of the community.  Chief
Inspector Gamache leads his
agents to unearth the background
to the murder and who
committed it, stepping into a

village in chaos.  The man was bludgeoned to death but
there is no sign of a weapon, a motive or even the dead
man’s name.  Gamache and his colleagues uncover a
trail of stolen treasure, mysterious codes and a shameful
history that begins to shed light on the victim’s identity,
and points to a terrifying killer.  503pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88993 DROWNED LIVES  by Stephen Booth
Set in and around the dark, misty canals of Lichfield,
when council officer Chris Buckley is approached by an
odd old man demanding help in healing a decades-old
family rift, he sends the stranger away.  But then the
old man is murdered, and the police arrive on Chris’s
doorstep to ask questions.  Chris begins to look into the
circumstances of the murder and uncovers a deadly
secret in the silt and mud of the local canals that he will
realise was better kept buried.  Historical details add
fascinating depth from this CWA Dagger Award-winning
author.  426pp paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

88606 SOMEONE LIKE ME
by M. R. Carey
Liz Kendall wouldn’t hurt a fly.
Even when times get tough,
she’s devoted to bringing up her
kids in a loving home. She will
do anything to get her way, no
matter how extreme and when
her dark alter-ego takes control,
the consequences are
devastating.  An exotic ghost
story, there is a fast paced plot
and supernatural storyline.  500
page paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3

87982 I CAN SEE IN THE DARK
by Karin Fossum
Riktor doesn’t have a clear conscience, but the crime he
is being accused of is one he certainly didn’t commit.  He
fights to clear his name without further incriminating
himself.  Riktor’s primary outlet for his natural cruelty is
the nursing home that he has spent his career of 17
years working within, exercising despicable acts like this
callous and contemptable internal monologue on the
wheelchair-confined and crippled child Miranda and her
chain smoking mother, on the elderly knitter, the
alcoholic with the ever-present hipflask, the Somalian
refugee and the young lovers come in for a less harsh
treatment.  Riktor is the scourge of their dying days.
The evil character contrasts with the cocky detective
c�Randers.  250pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
87980 HELLFIRE
by Karin Fossum
Rural Norway on a hot summer’s day in 2005.  A
mother and child are found dead in an old caravan on a
remote piece of land. There is a bloody footprint found
at the scene.  Meanwhile another mother confesses to
her son that he is adopted. The man who abandoned
them, now the focus of the boy’s obsession, is not his
real father.  Chief Inspector Sejer muses as he examines
the crime scene.  Flashbacks to December 2004 show
Bonnie, a generous woman who cleans the homes of the
elderly.  276pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.50

89169 FULL THROTTLE
by Joe Hill
A masterful collection of 13
relentless tales of supernatural
suspense, including ‘In The
Tall Grass’, one of two stories
co-written with Stephen King.
A little door that opens into
the world of fairy tale
wonders becomes a blood-
drenched stomping ground for
a gang of hunters in ‘Faun’.  A
grief-stricken librarian climbs
behind the wheel of an
antique Bookmobile to deliver

fresh reads to the dead in ‘Late Returns.’ In ‘By the
Silver Water of Lake Champlain’, two young friends
stumble onto the corpse of a plesiosaur at the water’s
edge, a discovery that forces them to confront the
inescapable truth of their own mortality, and the
horrors that lurk in the water’s shivery depths.
‘Throttle’ was co-written with Stephen King.  The
tension simmers in the sweltering heat of the Nevada
Desert as a faceless trucker finds himself caught in a
sinister dance with a tribe of motorcycle outlaws.
Deliciously sickening and elegantly twisted.  Featuring
two previously unpublished stories. 480pp.
£18.99 NOW £6.50

88921 SLEEPING AND
THE DEAD
by Ann Cleeves
A vivid psychological
suspense novel written some
20 years ago between two
of the early Vera novels.  A
diving instructor makes a
gruesome discovery in
Cranwell Lake.  The body of
a teenager has been found
very close to the surface of a
reservoir due to a drought.
The police are called to
investigate and realise that
the body has been anchored

in place for a long time.  They look at all the missing
young males from the time and with dental work and
identify the male as Michael Grey.  However this is
not his real name and the police are still looking for
answers when another teenager is found murdered.
Detective Peter Porteous deduces that Grey was the
enigmatic and secretive man who was reported missing
by his foster parents in 1972.  On the other side of the
country, prison officer Hannah Morton is about to get
the shock of her life for Michael was her boyfriend, and
she was with him the night he disappeared. The news
report that a body has been found brings back dreaded
and long buried memories from her past.  395pp in
paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

89175 IN THE CRYPT
WITH A CANDLESTICK
by Daisy Waugh
Sir Ecgbert Tode of Tode Hall
has survived to a grand old age,
much to the despair of his
younger wife, Emma.  But at 93
he has at last shuffled off the
mortal coil.  Lady Emma Tode is
thoroughly fed up with being a
dutiful Lady of the Manor.  She
wants to leave the country to
spend her remaining years in
Capri.  Unfortunately, her three

tiresome children are either unwilling or unable (too mad,
too lefty or too happy in Australia) to take on
management of their large and important home, so the
mantle passes to a distant relative and his glamorous
wife.  Not long after the new owners take over, Lady
Tode is found dead in the mausoleum.  Accident, or are
there more sinister goings-on behind the scenes that an
outsider would ever guess?  An effervescent, madcap
whodunnit, this jolly farce never takes itself too
seriously.  279pp.
£16.99 NOW £6

89178 PRESUMED DEAD
by Mason Cross
A driving thriller about loyalty
and lies in small town America.
What do you know about the
Devil Mountain Killer?  Adeline
Connor was his final victim.
After she was gunned down, the
murderer disappeared and the
killing spree ended.  That was
then.  Now, Carter Blake has
been hired to do what he does
best - to find someone.  This
time he is hunting a dead girl,
and Adeline Connor’s brother is

convinced she’s still alive.  But this town doesn’t want
an outsider digging up old business, and as Blake gets
deeper into the case, it starts to become clear that it
wasn’t over 15 years ago.  The killer is on the hunt
again. 355pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

88994 THE FATHER
by Anton Svensson
Inspired by the extraordinary true
story of three brothers who
became Sweden’s most successful
criminals - written by their real
brother.  Aged 10, Leo always
looks out for his younger brothers
Felix and Vincent, protecting them
from anything, including their
father, a man whose love came
with a fury that would rip the
family apart.  14 years later, the
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PATRICIA CORNWELL Dr Kay Scarpetta persuades the
dead to talk to her…

SET
ONE

SET
TWO

America’s most chilling writer of crime fiction 
- The Times

“ ”

88911 BODY OF EVIDENCE  by Patricia Cornwell
A reclusive writer is dead and her final manuscript has disappeared.  Someone is stalking
Beryl Madison, someone who spies on her and makes threatening, obscene phone calls.
Terrified, Beryl flees to Key West, but eventually she must return to her Richmond home.
The very night she arrives, she inexplicably invites her killer in.  Thus begins for Dr Kay
Scarpetta the investigation of a crime that is as convoluted as it is bizarre. Why would Beryl
open the door to someone who brutally slashed and then nearly decapitated her?  Did she
know her killer?  Adding to the intrigue is Beryl’s enigmatic relationship with a prize-winning
author and the disappearance of her own manuscript.  406pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88908 ALL THAT REMAINS  by Patricia Cornwell
When the bodies of young courting couples start turning up in remote woodlands areas, Dr
Kay Scarpetta’s task as Chief Medical Examiner is made more difficult by the effects of the
elements. Eight times she must write that the cause of death is undetermined.  But when the
latest girl who goes missing turns out to be the daughter of one of the most powerful women
in America, Kay finds herself prey to political pressure and press harassment.  As she starts to
investigate she finds that vital evidence is being withheld from her, or even faked, and all the
time a cunning and sadistic killer is still at large.  404pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88915 CRUEL AND UNUSUAL  by Patricia Cornwell
The fourth book in the series and by far the darkest so far with many pages of the description
of the electric chair and execution and news that Scarpetta’s long term boyfriend has been
killed in a terrorist bombing in London.  The fingerprints say the murderer is the man who’s
just been executed.  At 11.05 one December evening in Richmond, Virginia, convicted
murderer Ronnie Joe Waddell is pronounced dead in the electric chair.  At the morgue, Dr Kay
Scarpetta waits for his body, preparing to perform a post-mortem.  To plan this before the
subject is dead is a strange feeling, but Scarpetta has been here before.  Waddell’s death is
not the only newsworthy event on this freezing night - the grotesquely wounded body of a
young boy is found propped against a rubbish skip. To Scarpetta the two cases seem
unrelated until she recalls that the body of Waddell’s victim had been arranged in a strikingly
similar position.  402pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88910 BODY FARM  by Patricia Cornwell
The fifth in the series.  The Body Farm is a research institute that tests the decomposition of
corpses.  Black Mountain, North Carolina, a sleepy little town where the local police deal with
one homicide a year if they’re lucky, and where people are still getting used to the idea of
locking their doors at night.  But violent death is no respecter of venue, and the discovery of
the corpse of an 11 year old girl sends shock waves through the community.  Dr Kay
Scarpetta, Chief Medical Examiner on a similar case in Virginia, is called in to apply her
forensic skills to this latest atrocity, but the apparent simplicity of the case proves something
of a poisoned chalice, until Scarpetta finds enlightenment through the curious pathologists’
playground known as the Body Farm.  With much detail about the arsenal of guns that some
Americans own, Kay’s romance with Wesley and her niece finding herself as she grows up
and begins a gay relationship.  374pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88916 FROM POTTER’S FIELD  by Patricia Cornwell
Christmas had never been a particularly good time for Dr Kay Scarpetta.  Although a holiday
for most, it always seems to heighten the alienation felt by society’s violent fringe, and that
usually means more work for Scarpetta, Virginia’s Chief Medical Examiner.  A body has been
found, naked, female and found propped against a fountain in a bleak area of New York’s
Central Park.  Her apparent manner of death points to a modus operandi that is chillingly
familiar - the gunshot wound to the head, the sections of skin excised from the body, the
displayed corpse - all suggest that Temple Brooks Gault, Scarpetta’s nemesis, is back at
work.  Calling on all her reserves of courage and skill, and the able assistance of colleagues
Marino and Wesley, Scarpetta must track this most dangerous of killers in pursuit of survival a
well as justice.  She is heading inexorably to an electrifying climax amid the dark, menacing
labyrinth of the New York subway.  The sixth novel in the bestselling series, Cornwell is on
magnificent form.  390pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88914 CAUSE OF DEATH  by Patricia Cornwell
The seventh book in the bestselling Kay Scarpetta series.  An investigative reporter is found
dead in Virginia’s icy waters.  New Year’s Eve and the final murder scene of Virginia’s
bloodiest year takes Dr Kay Scarpetta 30 feet below the Elizabeth River’s icy surface.  A
diver, Ted Eddings, is dead, an investigative reporter who was a favourite at the Medical
Examiner’s office. Was Eddings probing the frigid depths of the Inactive Shipyard for a story,
or simply diving for sunken trinkets?  And why did Scarpetta receive a phone call from
someone reporting the death before the police were notified?  The case envelops Scarpetta,
her niece Lucy, and police captain Pete Marino in a world where both cutting-edge technology
and old-fashioned detective work are critical offensive weapons. Together they follow the
trail of death to a well of violence as dark and forbidding as the water that swirled over Ted
Eddings.  Here is Scarpetta as lawyer, a mother figure to her off-the-rails niece whilst having
a risqué affair with the head of the FBI and health consultant Pete Marino.  With an exciting
ending.  372pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

89200 PATRICIA CORNWELL SET 1: Set of Six  by Patricia Cornwell
Set one includes Body of Evidence, All That Remains, Cruel and Unusual, The Body

Farm, From Potter’s Field and Cause of Death.  Buy all six paperbacks and save even
more.

£53.94 NOW £22.50

88924 UNNATURAL EXPOSURE  by Patricia Cornwell
The eighth book in the series sees a sadistic serial killer, and a deadly virus.  Dublin,
Ireland and Richmond, Virginia - separated by thousands of miles, linked by murder.  For
Dr Kay Scarpetta a lecture stint in Ireland provides the perfect opportunity to find out if the
murders on both sides of the Atlantic are indeed connected.  Five dismembered, beheaded
bodies were found in Ireland five years ago - now four have been discovered in the
States.  But the tenth corpse in Virginia is different. There are vital discrepancies and an
indication that the elderly victim was already seriously ill.  A copy-cat killing. Ghoulish
perhaps but not unusual.  And then abject terror grips Scarpetta and her colleagues when
the next body is found.  The circumstances of death broadcast a clear and horrifying
message - the killer is armed with the most lethal weapon on earth - smallpox.  Another
tense and exciting read.  338pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88919 POINT OF ORIGIN  by Patricia Cornwell
The ninth book in the series sees a farmhouse destroyed by fire and a body among the
ruins.  Dr Kay Scarpetta, Chief Medical Examiner and consulting pathologist for the federal
law enforcement agency ATF is called out to a farmhouse in Virginia which has been
destroyed by fire.  In the ruins she finds a body which tells a story of a violent and grisly
murder.  The fire has come at the same time as another even more incendiary horror -
Carrie Grethen, a killer who nearly destroyed the lives of Scarpetta and those closest to
her, has escaped from a forensic psychiatric hospital.  Her whereabouts is unknown, but her
ultimate destination is not, because Carrie has begun to communicate with Scarpetta,
conveying her deadly if cryptic plans for revenge.  Chillingly mesmeric in tone, labyrinthine
in structure, the tension doesn’t let go for a second and builds up to a cunningly staged
climax.  391pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88909 BLACK NOTICE  by Patricia Cornwell
An intriguing Dr Kay Scarpetta novel.  The case begins when a cargo ship arriving at
Richmond, Virginia’s Deep Water terminal from Belgium, is discovered to be transporting a
locked, sealed container holding the decomposed remains of a stowaway.  The post-
mortem initially reveals neither a cause of death nor an identification, but the victim’s
personal effects and an odd tattoo take Scarpetta on a hunt for information that leads to
Interpol’s headquarters in Lyon, where she receives critical instructions - go to the Paris
morgue to receive secret evidence and then return to Virginia to carry out a mission.  It is a
mission that could ruin her career.  Meantime her friend Marino has been demoted by a
new chief detective on the squad and Kay’s niece Lucy is on an undercover and very
dangerous assignment in Miami.  454pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88923 TRACE  by Patricia Cornwell
After being sacked as Chief Medical Examiner, Dr Kay Scarpetta is back with a vengeance.
Against her own judgement and the advice of Benton Wesley and her niece Lucy,
Scarpetta agrees to return to Virginia as a consultant pathologist on a case involving the
death of a 14 year old girl.  Accompanied by Pete Marino she finds the once familiar
territory of her morgue and her department much changed, and the new Chief Medical
Examiner treats her with disdain despite the obvious fact that he is in desperate need of her
expertise.  As professional as ever, she re-examines the evidence and proves the girl was
murdered.  She also finds trace evidence which matches that found on an accident victim
and at the scene where one of Lucy’s operatives was attacked.  457pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88920 PREDATOR  by Patricia Cornwell
The fourteenth book in this chilling series.  Florida is full of human predators, and they all
give Dr Kay Scarpetta the opportunity and the means to do what she does best -
persuading the dead to speak to her.  In �Boston, Benton Wesley is working on a secret
case involving convicted killers, a project which gives Scarpetta deep disquiet.  So does the
behaviour of her wayward niece Lucy, who is spending too much time in cheap bars
looking for casual pick-ups. The Academy is called when a woman’s body is found in
Boston.  She has been tortured, sexually abused, her body tattooed with handprints. The
same sort of handprints Lucy had seen on the flesh of her latest pick-up.  Meanwhile
Scarpetta and Marino are investigating the disappearance of a family in Florida, called in by
a concerned neighbour, but as they search and find the tell-tale signs of abduction rather
than disappearance, they also discover that someone had assumed the identity of the
caller, and she is now dead. They’ve been set up, and it becomes clear that someone is
tracking their every move.  421pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
88912 BOOK OF THE DEAD by Patricia Cornwell
The fifteenth in the series.  ‘The ‘Book of the Dead’ is the morgue log, the ledger in which
all cases are entered by hand.  For Kay Scarpetta however it is about to have a new
meaning.  Fresh from her bruising battle with a psychopath in Florida, she decides it’s time
for a change of pace.  Moving to the historic city of Charleston, South Carolina, she opens
a unique private forensic pathology practice, one in which she and her colleagues offer
expert crime scene investigation and autopsies to communities lacking local access to
competent death investigation and modern technology.  It seems like an ideal situation until
the murders and other violent deaths begin.  A woman is ritualistically murdered in her
multi-million-dollar beach home. The body of an abused young boy is found dumped in a
desolate marsh. A 16 year old tennis star is found nude and mutilated near Piazza Navona
in Rome.  Scarpetta has dealt with many brutal and unusual crimes before, but never a
string of them as baffling or as terrifying as the ones before her now.  Before she is
through, the Book of the Dead will contain many names, and the pen may be poised to
write her own.  470pp in paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

89201 PATRICIA CORNWELL SET 2: Set of Six
by Patricia Cornwell

Set 2 includes Unnatural Exposure, Point of Origin, Black Notice, Trace, Predator and Book
of the Dead.  Buy all six paperbacks and save even more.

£53.94 NOW £22.50

brothers’ childhood loyalty is tested to the limit as they hold
the country to ransom, becoming audacious criminals.  None
has broken the law before.  All will be hanged forever.  As a
reader you find yourself rooting for both the police, especially
the fictional prime investigator John Broncks, and for the
criminals.  584pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.75
89181 THE VANISHING
by John Connor
Fast moving with plenty of exotic locations and tense action,
this is an exciting thriller about the pathological amorality of
the hyper-rich and the heartbreak of their pawns.  A snatched
child, a cryptic message and a secret that will tear two lives
apart.  20 years ago, one year old Lauren disappeared and

now ex-policeman Tom Lomax gets a mysterious offer from an
heiress, Sara. She wants him to fly to her private island, all
expenses paid.  He cannot help but be intrigued, but Sara has
received a troubling message and, despite all the privileges in
her life, she now has no one to turn to and doesn’t know who
to trust.  In a matter of hours, both will be thrown headfirst
into a race against time.  355pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.75
87661 DANGEROUS YEARS: A Kelly Maguire Thriller
by Max Hennessy
Fresh from his triumph in the Great War, Captain Kelly Maguire
a hero of the Battle of Jutland, progresses rapidly through the
ranks despite the dangerous post-war years and the
government’s decision to cut down the Royal Navy.  He

eventually finds himself in Russia during
the Civil War years when the Navy
manned armoured trains in order to
rescue thousands of terrified White Army
men, beset on all sides by disease and
the rampaging Red Army.  From Russia
he moves on to China and is involved
with a gunboat incident on the Yangtze
River.  He must choose between his
childhood sweetheart, the unassuming
Charlotte Upfold, and a marriage with a
wealthy aristocrat.  The German naval
fleet limps into Scapa Flow for a
humiliating surrender.  326pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £2.75

87402
FURTHER
ADVENTURES
OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES
The Haunting
of Torre Abbey
by Carole
Bugge
The world’s
greatest detective
Sherlock Holmes
returns and
receives a
request for aid

from Lord Cary whose family home Torre
Abbey is seemingly haunted.  While
sceptical, Holmes believes that the Carys
are in danger, a belief that proves
horrifyingly accurate when a household
member dies mysteriously.  As strange
sightings and threatening apparitions
become almost commonplace, Holmes
and Watson must uncover the secrets of
the Abbey if they are to have any hope
of protecting the living and avenging the
dead.  Sherlockians are in for another
treat.  290pp in paperback.
£7.99 NOW £3.50

87987 DROWNED
BOY
by Karin Fossum
A 16 month old baby
boy is found drowned
in a pond very near
his home. Chief
Inspector Sejer is
called to the scene as
there is something
troubling about the
mother’s story. As

even her own family turns against her,
Sejer is determined to get to the truth.
All of Karin Fossum’s Inspector Sejer
novels are invariably morally and
psychologically complex affairs, her
‘minimalist police procedurals have a
stealthy way of mutating into richer, if
also darker, psychological studies of
criminals and their victims.’ - New York
Times book review.  243pp in paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

89377 THORN
GIRL
by Laura Elliot
A swallow flutters its
wings into a dimly lit
attic as Adele Foyle
stumbles across the
secret diary of the
mother she has
never met and a
shocking account of a
crime committed
over 25 years ago.

Adele Foyle has returned to Reedstown,
the last place her mother Marianne was
seen alive.  Adele’s arrival and the diary
spread like wildfire amongst the small
close-knit community. Old memories are
stirring up fresh wounds.  No-one wants
the truth to be told of what happened
one cool April evening when 15 year old
Marianne lays out a rug on the stone
floor of an abandoned cottage and waits
for her boyfriend Shane.  Shane was
never to arrive and by the end of the
night, Marianne’s life was shattered into
a million pieces.  Born into a Mother and
Baby home run by The Thorns, a self-
proclaimed religious group led by Gloria
Thornton, Adele needs to first unlock the
disturbing chain of events that led to her
own birth if she is to understand what
happened to her mother.  An emotionally
engrossing and gripping thriller.  394pp in
large softback.
£13.99 NOW £5 BACK IN STOCK
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